
Post-Auditing Freight Payments

Contract Negotiations of Small Parcel

Reduce Payment Error Patterns 

Global Post Auditing Solutions is an expert at post-auditing freight payments for Fortune 100 to 1000 companies who
outsource their freight payments. Our services are risk free, contingency-based, and can add millions of dollars to your
bottom line with zero work required on your end. Global’s services will maximize recovery (as high as 3% - 10% of a
company’s freight spend), reduce payment error patterns, and improve data dramatically so you can make confident
adjustments going forward.

Women-Owned Business Enterprise
541990: All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services      
541219: Other Accounting Services
541614: Process, Physical Distribution, and Logistics Consulting
Services      
541690: Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
488510: Freight Transportation Arrangment

CAPABILITIES  STATEMENT

ABOUT GLOBAL

OUR CORE
COMPETENCIES
Global Post Auditing Solutions delivers a solution
that can make a difference in your freight bill
payment and transportation  network by executing
the following:

WHAT MAKES US 
DIFFERENT
It’s not enough to just maximize recovery for our
clients, which is why we help “Fix” our clients error
patterns by reviewing quarterly how and why errors are
happening.

Find and Fix Model
3% - 10% Recovery 
Contigency Based, Risk Free
15 Step Auditing Process
Real Time Analytics Dashboard
Auditors Skilled in All Modes
Woman Business Enterprise Certified
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CODES &
CERTIFICATIONS
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SUPPLIER DIVERSITY
COMMITMENT 
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Global Post Auditing Solutions, a nationally recognized and certified Women’s Business
Enterprise (WBE), focuses on post-auditing freight payments for Fortune 100 to 1000
companies who outsource their freight payments. Unlike most post auditing companies, we
focus all of our time and energy exclusively on post auditing – which means our clients’
transportation freight savings come first.

HOW OUR COMMITMENT TO
SUPPLIER DIVERSITY AFFECTS YOU:

Dedication to innovation of upcoming products, services and
solutions.
Demonstration of eagerness to grow business within diverse
markets.
Partnering with a diverse supplier opens doors for more
opportunities that may need diversity spending.
Incentives such as Federal, State and Local tax inducements for
companies that work with woman owned businesses as suppliers.
Secondary tax incentives given to companies that utilize woman-
owned businesses that provide services to a project funded with
federal or state grants or loans.
Many large corporations command a percentage of money for
specific agreements to be granted to a certified woman-owned
business.


